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Abstract. This paper introduces the Preliminary Concept Design (PCD) Cost
Analysis Module developed for the General Services Administration (GSA) and
the analysis results of a case study involving a concept design courthouse BIM
model. The module uses IFC data from BIM models to extract quantity take off
data using Solibri Model Checker (SMC), generates an input XML file to the
PACES cost estimating software, and produces a comprehensive reporting
scheme. The paper explores interoperability issues related to integrating design
and analysis tools; specifically BIM models and cost models. We argue that
architects and estimators can benefit from the proposed module, where the cost
feedback cycle becomes more efficient and their decision-making process is
continuously informed throughout multiple design iterations.

1.

Introduction

Cost analysis for architectural projects is a complex process performed usually
intuitively by estimators based on expertise and historical data. The process
involves generating estimates for a given project using calculated building
quantities. Traditionally, estimators used architects’ design intent drawings to
generate datasets for the estimates. In their assessment, they relied on manual take
off using 2D drawings, on screen take off from PDFs or CAD drawings, or
custom built spreadsheets.
This process proved to be exhaustively time consuming, error prone and mostly
inaccurate. In architectural practice, this meant a feedback process not prompt
enough for design decision-making, where estimates were generated in seclusion
from and near the end of the design process. Feedback from estimators could not
respond then to the required timeframe of frequently changing design decisions or
multiple alternatives.
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Building information modeling (BIM) has been proposed as supporting the
automated extraction of quantities, counts and measurements directly from a
building model. This provides a process where manual calculations are
eliminated, quantity take off is simplified, and estimating is streamlined, based on
semantic and geometric information from a 3D building model. It also allows for
the consistency of cost data and the adaptation to design iterations throughout all
project phases.
Interoperability is necessary to achieve such benefits, as no single application
can support all tasks related to building design and production [2]. It represents
the need to exchange information seamlessly between different applications,
enabling the integration of multiple procedures, disciplines and experts, including
cost estimators, to contribute to a single project. We build on the neutral model
format, known as the industry foundation classes (IFC) developed by the
International Alliance for Interoperability [3] to communicate building model
data to cost analysis applications. By providing model views specific to cost
analysis, IFC allows for a smooth workflow and information exchange process
between the architect and the estimator who can access data subsets of interest.
This paper introduces an approach for automated cost analysis and reporting
using 3D building models in the form of IFC data, developed as one of the
application modules for the U.S. Courthouse Preliminary Concept Design (PCD)
review funded by the General Services Administration (GSA) [5]. This module
focuses on building models delivered at a preliminary concept design stage, in
collaboration with the Parametric Cost Engineering System (PACES) estimating
software [4].
Cost analysis at this early stage typically uses historical data or standard square
foot costs based on location or building type. Only minimal information is
available by the architect, such as space names and their square footage, external
wall areas, building perimeter, gross area and floor to floor height. The premise is
that with both architects and estimators using such an application, the cost
estimating process can be streamlined, and the feedback cycle can be more
efficient, producing continually informed decision-making throughout the design
process.

2.

Model based cost analysis

Cost analysis and estimation efforts have traditionally explored the relation
between design parameters and building cost. Early computer-based systems have
augmented the productivity, precision and speed of basic cost estimating tasks
such as building cost databases, and generating bill-of-quantities through
digitizers or directly from CAD files. With the transition to BIM, the premise was
a shared data repository for all participants working on a building model,
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providing full and continuous access to quantity take off and costing data
throughout the design process.
Several data exchange methods were introduced to share building information
related to project costing, including ODBC and APIs. Later efforts were done to
standardize data formats and definitions and provide more consistency in terms of
building objects and assemblies. IFC was developed as a neutral format for data
interoperability that provides that consistency and standardization of definitions
for multiple participants throughout the design process, allowing for an accurate
and automated exchange of cost specific data between BIM tools and cost
analysis tools.
Some recent efforts to enable standardized model based cost analysis involve
developing detailed definitions, enhanced IFC-based formats and in-house
standards for assemblies that encompass building models (e.g. US Corps of
Engineers). Some commercial applications enhance the level of detail associated
to BIM objects with assembly descriptions to produce lightweight BIM models
that can be used by different applications for various purposes (e.g. Autodesk for
design review, Navisworks for scheduling, Innovaya for visual estimating, etc.).
Although more cost estimating applications are moving toward IFC
compatibility, IFC does not solely cover all components required to generate an
estimate, as estimating requires not only quantity take off data, but other types of
associated databases. These carry labor, material and equipment unit costs,
location parameters, market conditions, and other factors that require continuous
adjustment and updating. This introduces limitations in terms of fully automating
cost analysis for building models, and suggests the need to extend model based
cost analysis to encompass other customized data structures and exchange
formats.
This paper explores interoperability issues related to integrating design and
analysis tools; specifically BIM models and cost models. Previous efforts to
generate cost estimates from BIM models have focused on developing two
necessary but disjoint processes : 1) extracting accurate quantity take off data
from BIM models, and 2) manipulating cost analysis results to provide
informative feedback. The paper suggests the integration of design and analysis
tools by means of managing all building data in one shared repository accessible
to multiple domains in the AEC industry [2, 5]. Our approach aims at providing
an integrated platform that incorporates a quantity take off extraction method
from IFC models, a cost analysis model, and a comprehensive cost reporting
scheme, using the Solibri Model Checker (SMC) development environment [6].
In the following sections, we describe the system architecture of the PCD Cost
Analysis Module, its main functionalities and reporting capabilities, and discuss
future work in the area of BIM and cost analysis.
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3.

PCD cost analysis module

The main objective of the PCD cost analysis, as stated by the GSA, is the
assessment of multiple design alternatives [5]. These share basic programmatic
requirements such as gross area, city and state location, functional spaces and
other project data. For the purpose of the assessment, it is more significant to
integrate and manipulate other factors in the process that could potentially
introduce substantial differences in cost for these alternatives. Factors such as
floor to floor height, perimeter, exterior wall and roof areas, and other building
shell data need to be extracted off of building models and integrated as input into
a cost estimating software; in this case the PACES estimating software.
PACES contains parametric cost models for a multitude of projects that use
precedent data, some of which were developed for GSA for preliminary planning
and programming of projects. These models use high level inputs such as location
of the project, type of facility, the gross area of the building, and the number of
floors above and below grade to pre-select functional space areas (FSAs) within
the building. PACES generates information related to unit cost and quantity of
materials based on these FSAs. FSAs collectively encompass the full range of
functions and areas of cost that are required for performing an estimate. PACES
defines a set of parameters for each functional space area that comprises a
description of factors that contribute to cost such as labor, equipment, and other
factors. PACES uses the input parameters to identify the assemblies required to
construct the facility and the corresponding quantities.
In order to perform the automated analysis, two main types of information need
to be made explicit : 1) the area of the functional spaces and 2) building shell
data. The PCD Cost Analysis Module (Figure 1) generates an intermediary XML
file based on these two types of information. The dataset that the module provides
is generated using SMC based on IFC data from courthouse building models.
PACES takes in the XML file, imports the required dataset, and automatically
generates a cost estimate in spreadsheet form. The module then uses the estimate
generated by PACES and integrates data external to the building model such as
force protection and site conditions to provide a full cost estimate report.
This module consists of 2 sub-modules : 1) the PACES import module, and
2) the reporting module. The following sections introduce these sub-modules,
using federal courthouse building models as example cases.
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Fig. 1. Preliminary Cost Analysis (PCD) Cost Analysis Module.

3.1.

PACES import module

The PACES import module generates the required input dataset for PACES
(Figure 2). The module computes basic building shell data from a given
courthouse model. Departmental spaces are also mapped to FSA categories, and
their areas are computed as part of the input dataset. Other external data are
provided as user input such as city and state location and construction duration.
These are generated through the SMC development environment in the form of an
intermediary XML file for PACES.
3.1.1.

Input dataset

The PACES input dataset consists of the following entities :
•

Project data (project name, address data, building data) : the project name is
extracted off of the building model through the ifcProject entity.

•

Project address data (city, state location, and zipcode) : address data is
extracted from user input.

•

Building data (Facility name, model name and model key, number of floors
above and below grade, building gross area, stairwell count, elevator count,
building shell data, and functional spaces data) :

"Facility name" is the name of the courthouse building facility, and is extracted
from the building model. "Model name" is a name that PACES assigns to building
facilities according to the number of floors of the building. It is either
LowRiseCourthouse (<4 floors), MidRiseCourthouse (<7 floors), or
HighRiseCourthouse (<20 floors). "Model key" is a code assigned by PACES for
the model name. Both the model name and model key values are computed within
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the PCD Cost Analysis Module based on the number of floors value from the
building model data.
The total number of floors is computed to generate the "number of floors above
and below grade" based on the number of floors that contain spaces. The floor
that contains the entrance space is where the division between floors above and
below grade occurs. "Building gross area" is computed by getting the value of the
area of the exterior polygon of the building. "Stairwell count" and "elevator
count" are extracted off of the building model using the count of spaces
corresponding to these entities.

Fig. 2. Input dataset categories in PACES import module.

•

Building shell data (building footprint, perimeter, exterior wall area, roof
area, window area and floor to floor height) : the module computes the
building footprint and roof area values according to the area of the exterior
polygon of the building at the corresponding levels. The perimeter value is
computed according to the average perimeter value of the exterior polygon.
Floor to floor heights are computed according to building space heights,
while exterior wall areas are computed according to the sum of the areas of
external walls.

•

Functional spaces data (FSA code and FSA area) : PACES has functional
space area categories for different building types. Some are clearly specific to
GSA (such as GSA library), or courthouse specific (such as GSA Courtroom
LowRise, GSA Judicial Chambers) while others are generic (such as Building
Support Area, Corridor). We developed a list of FSA names and codes that
could be used for courthouse buildings, including a mixture of GSA specific
and generic names.

Both FSA values and building shell values are used by PACES to account for
the total building cost. PACES separates between the cost of the building shell
(foundation, basement construction, superstructure, exterior enclosure and roofing
cost) and the cost of internal spaces (interior construction, finishes, services,
equipment and furnishings). Figure 3 shows an example of the XML file
generated as an input to PACES.
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Fig. 3. Example of the intermediary XML file generated in SMC for PACES input.
3.1.2.

Semantic Mapping

The aggregation structures of FSAs in PACES are different from those of the
departmental space names specified in accordance with the list approved by GSA
and the U.S. Courts. Some FSAs contain multiple departmental space names
("GSA Enhanced Office LowRise" includes departments such as court ancillary
spaces, jury assembly, probation, pretrial, district clerk). Others are disaggregated
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and apportioned across two or more departmental space names ("GSA Courtroom
MidRise" represents only part of the "District Judge Courtroom and Associated
Spaces", where the FSA is only the courtroom space without ancillary spaces).
Other FSAs perfectly match to the departmental space names ("GSA Judicial
Chambers LowRise" maps to "District Judge Chambers").
A mapping was therefore needed for accurate interpretation of space name data
and what it implies in terms of cost. This mapping also included the number of
instances of spaces (e.g. "GSA Judicial Chambers LowRise" maps to the sum of
all types of chambers : district judge, senior district judge, magistrate, bankruptcy,
court of appeals, etc.).
Figure 4 shows the mapping between departmental space names and PACES
FSAs. The factors shown are derived from the departmental name target area
values (e.g. 62% of the "Magistrate Judge Courtroom & Associated Spaces" is
mapped to "GSA Courtroom LowRise (ID : 212)" and 38% is mapped to "GSA
Enhanced Office LowRise (ID : 189)".

Fig. 4. Mapping between PACES FSAs and departmental space names.

This mapping process is classified into the following categories :
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•

One-to-one mapping : in this type of mapping, a space area is mapped
directly to a specific cost category (e.g. "Judge Chamber Suites" is
assigned a "GSA Judicial Chambers" functional space area).

•

One-to-many mapping : in this type of mapping, the space has multiple
cost associations (e.g. "District Courtroom and Associated Spaces" is
broken down into two categories of functional space areas : "GSA
Courtroom" and "GSA Enhanced Office". These two areas map to two
different departments at the lower level, where "GSA courtroom" is
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mapped to the courtroom space, while "GSA Enhanced Office" maps to
"ancillary facilities").
•

3.1.3.

Many-to-one mapping : in this type of mapping, multiple spaces map
collectively to an FSA (e.g. "Building support area", "restricted
circulation corridor" and "storage" are mapped in aggregation to the
"Corridor" functional space area. The cost quantities associated to this
functional space area implicitly require including these spaces
altogether).
Handling external data

Data external to the building model include location and construction start and
duration. The user is prompted to input location data, including city, state and
zipcode (Figure 5). Location data goes into the XML input file, where material,
labor and equipment costs are assigned according to the exact location. The
module also calculates the location area cost factor (ACF) for a given courthouse
building location for reporting purposes.

Fig. 5. User input window in SMC for external data (location and construction).

The user is prompted to input the construction start date and duration (in
months). This information specifies the construction program year which goes
into the XML file. While this information is used by PACES to calculate
escalation rates, this calculation method is not functioning in PACES. The PCD
Cost Analysis Module therefore computes escalation based on two factors :
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1) construction duration, and 2) difference between construction start date and the
date of estimate preparation.
3.2.

Reporting module

The reporting module uses the UniFormat Level 3 [1] XLS report from PACES to
generate a formatted cost estimate report. The XLS report contains information
about material, equipment, labor, sub-bid and total cost for each of the UniFormat
Level 3 categories (within categories A to G). It provides a brief listing of the
project direct cost, marked up cost, and total project cost. There are some factors
that PACES does not account for. These are listed below, showing how the
reporting module handles each.
•

Representing site information : the PACES report does not account for site
factors other than underground parking such as landscape preparation,
excavation, electrical distribution, barriers, water distribution and others.
These constitute a significant percentage of project direct cost. PACES does
not integrate them in the generated report. They require manual input from
the user after importing the XML file. The sophisticated level of detail and
the large number of required input variables (>30 variables) makes it hard for
the user to predict values for these variables, especially at preliminary
concept design level (e.g. road length, excavation volume, electrical pole
spacing, length of sidewalk, etc.). The reporting module computes default
values for these variables assigned by PACES. The factors and calculation
methods involved in this computation were generated using test case reports
from a number of courthouse estimates.

•

Representing escalation : PACES computes escalation rates for a given
project based on 2 main variables: construction duration (in months) and the
difference between construction start date and date of estimate preparation (in
months). The program year variable developed in the XML file does not
function properly and does not result in changes in escalation rate or final
cost. The reporting module computes these rates based on PACES method
and according to user input of construction date variables.

•

Representing cost breakdown : PACES internally represents total project cost
through a cost breakdown method that highlights factors other than
UniFormat categories such as material, equipment and labor cost within
subdivisions of prime and sub contractor work, as well as contingency,
supervision, inspection and overhead. This breakdown is not represented in
the final PACES report and only displayed internally in the cost model
interface. The reporting module integrates it in the reporting scheme and
provides a brief summary of the projected direct cost broken down into prime
and sub contractor percentages of material, equipment and labor.
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•

Representing variations in building shell data : PACES calculates project
direct cost based on assumptions of a number of building shell parameters,
such as floor structure, roof structure, soil type, exterior wall, and stair
construction. It assigns default values to each, and they are integrated into the
calculation of cost values for the corresponding UniFormat categories. To
account for variations in shell parameters, the reporting module allows the
user to input these parameters or accept the default values. The corresponding
changes are automatically made to the UniFormat categories, and the total
project direct cost reflects these changes. The assumptions about these
parameters are reflected in the final report, where the selected parameter is
shown as a specification item for each category.

•

Representing levels of anti-terrorism/force protection : anti-terrorism/force
protection is a factor calculated within PACES but as an add-on to the base
cost model that is not integrated and requires user intervention to define
protection levels. The reporting module integrates them in computing total
project cost as a percentage of project direct cost. The module allows the user
to input three protection levels : 1) low protection level, 2) medium protection
level, and 3) high protection level. The selected level value is integrated in the
marked up cost and total project cost.

•

Representing area cost factors : area cost factors (ACF) are indices denoting
material, equipment and labor unit cost values. They are location specific and
so they require that city and state locations are specified. To integrate the
appropriate area cost factor in the final report, the reporting module computes
the ACF according to the city and state location input by the user. If the city
location input by the user does not belong to any pre-defined location, the
corresponding ACF is defaulted to the state average.

3.3.

Reporting format

The report generated by the PCD Cost Analysis Module is an excel file consisting
of a cover sheet and 3 sheets : 1) systems-elemental estimate sheet, 2) UniFormat
Level 3 report sheet, and 3) cost breakdown sheet :
•

Systems-elemental Estimate : the systems-elemental estimate sheet shows a
brief summary of the systems and elements of the project (Figure 6), shown
in terms of UniFormat categories (Levels 1 and 2).
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Fig. 6. Example systems/elemental estimate sheet.

Other items are included such as total project direct cost, escalated cost,
marked up cost, anti-terrorism/force protection level, contingency and
overhead, and total project cost. For each of the system descriptions, the table
displays the total cost, cost per square foot, and percentage of building
component. An extension to this sheet lists the unit of measurement (UOM)
for each system description (e.g. "gross enclosure area (SF)" for "B20
Exterior Enclosure"), its cost value, and the cost per unit of measurement
($/UOM). It also lists outline specifications for each system, extracted off of
shell parameter user input data, in addition to the general assumptions for the
project.
•
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UniFormat level 3 report : the cost report by UniFormat category (Fig. 7)
provides a total cost value for each UniFormat level 3 category (e.g. A1030),
in addition to a total cost and cost per square foot value for each UniFormat
level 2 and level 1 category (e.g. A10 and A). Project direct cost and total
project cost also show up on this sheet, the difference between them being the
marked up facility cost.
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Fig. 7 : Example UniFormat Level 3 category report

•

4.
4.1.

Cost breakdown report : the cost breakdown report consists of two tables. The
first table provides a summary of material, equipment, labor and total costs
for prime contractor work, sub-contractor work and total project direct cost.
The second provides a detailed breakdown of the prime contractor work, subcontractor work, prime markups, and other added costs such as antiterrorism/force protection level. This breakdown includes items such as direct
materials and equipment, taxes, insurance, overhead, profit, contingency,
supervision, inspection, and design fees.

Discussion and Future Development
Assessment and feedback

One of the challenges in the PCD Cost Analysis Module is getting reliable
estimates and assessing the results. Our attempt with respect to getting valuable
feedback involved extracting assessment data using the United States Courts
Design Guide [7]. The guide specifies a range of acceptable total cost shares per
UniFormat category (e.g. an acceptable range of 7%-17% of the total building
cost for the category of exterior closure), and lists major variables that affect each
category. The goal was to incorporate this information in the reporting module to
point out which UniFormat category items are within acceptable range, both in
text and visual format.
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The intent was to provide visual feedback to designers and estimators, where
color codes would indicate percentages of UniFormat categories per total cost that
are too high, at risk, within specified range, or too low. For an informative
feedback, the corresponding parameters that contribute to these values are listed.
For example, if floor-to-floor height is listed as a parameter that contributes to a
higher total cost, designers and/or estimators could use this feedback rather than
making their subsequent design iterations based on speculation. They would also
be aware of other parameters that do not necessarily contribute to a high cost
value, and could be informed of how each parameter affects total project cost.
This approach was not adopted for several reasons. The UniFormat structure
used in the USCDG does not map accurately to that used in the PCD Cost
Analysis Module. The USCDG uses the UniFormat I structure, while the module
uses UniFormat II structure. Although we implemented mappings between both
structures for reliable percentages, the process still remains error prone and open
to interpretation. The percentages listed in the USCDG also represent a wide
range, sometimes amounting to 400%, which makes the scope too wide for
evaluation purposes. Other reference data are still required to provide a reliable
assessment of the cost values.
4.2.

Calibration

The goal in the calibration process was to gain access to the methods that GSA
was developing to calculate estimates for federal courthouse buildings using
manual data input in spreadsheet form. Despite gaining access to reports for
several example courthouse projects, they were only in final form and did not
contain any information about the assumptions used to develop the estimates. In
most cases, we could not reach a stage of comparable estimate data to initiate the
calibration process.
In one of the cases where we used a final cost report as a control estimate, there
were a lot of discrepancies in the total cost values and unit cost values between
the control estimate and the estimate generated by the PCD Cost Analysis
Module. Below are some observations.
While there is discrepancy in direct cost between the two estimates, this gap
not only gets narrower with regards to total project cost, but also the total cost in
the module estimate exceeds that of the control estimate. This reflects a
significantly different method of calculating marked up cost (escalation,
overhead, profit, etc.) in both cases (putting into consideration that construction
start date and duration are the same for both estimates).
Relying on a translation process between UniFormat I (in the control estimate
method) and UniFormat II (in the module estimate) to achieve comparable results
implies a margin of error in the calibration process. There were also significant
differences in some UniFormat category items between the two estimates, but
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there was no access to the assumptions behind the control estimate. Some values
in the control estimate had zero values, and so there was no method to evaluate
those values.
In general, a control estimate does not guarantee an objective calibration
process. A more transparent process is required, where there is access to every
detail in the calculation process and all the assumptions. After performing the
necessary calibration, more insight could be gained during module development
with regards to discrepancies between model based estimates and estimates based
on manual input of parameters.
4.3.

Coordination with cost estimating software

PACES was not originally developed to use model based data as input, but uses
manual input involving parameters that may require more detailed knowledge
than is necessary in a conceptual design phase. If further effort is to be continued
with PACES, the following needs to be considered :
•

Space name coordination : the space name mapping process from
departmental space names to FSAs has proved effective but still has flaws,
especially regarding the conceptual structure of FSAs. Although building
types are implicitly represented, FSAs contain a combination of building type
specific names such as "GSA Judicial Chambers" and generic names such as
"mechanical" which may or may not perfectly correspond to a courthouse
building. Cost associations for these generic spaces vary from building type
to another. This introduces credibility issues concerning the semantic
structure of the translated space names from a cost perspective.

•

Manipulating building shell data : some computations related to translating
building shell parameter data to cost assemblies are not highly accurate or
lack the appropriate representation for the corresponding assemblies. More
testing is required to verify the validity of this translation process. It still
remains a black box to this point.

•

Computation capacity limitations : PACES has some capacity limitations in
handling certain parameters such as number of floors. The latest version of
PACES cannot handle models with more than 12 floors with a high degree of
precision and could result in flawed estimates. This presents a limitation for
many high rise courthouses.
Representing data external to the building model : most of the parameters
discussed in section 3.2 are represented internally within PACES but are
either not functioning within the current SMC-PACES translation process or
require manual intervention. The reporting module performs these operations
based on test cases with PACES but lacks precision. This information should

•
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be incorporated both in the interface of the estimating software and its
reporting scheme for more accuracy.
•

Abstraction of input data : some input parameters require abstraction, as they
are too detailed for conceptual stages. The cost reporting module currently
performs abstraction operations based on testing with PACES parameters to
simplify user input (e.g. simplifying parameters for levels of antiterrorism/force protection to low, medium and high, rather than complex
input). This abstraction should be done within PACES, as the underlying
assumptions are represented internally within the cost model.
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